Guessing is an important component of everyday cognition[ The present study examined the neural substrates of guessing using a simple card!playing task in conjunction with functional magnetic resonance imaging "fMRI#[ Subjects were scanned under four conditions[ In two\ they were shown images of the back of a playing card and had to guess either the colour or the suit of the card[ In the other two they were shown the face of a card and had to report either the colour or the suit[ Guessing compared to reporting was associated with signi_cant activations in lateral prefrontal cortex "right more than left#\ right orbitofrontal cortex\ anterior cingulate\ bilateral inferior parietal cortex and right thalamus[ Increasing the guessing demands by manipulating the number of alternative outcomes was associated with activation of the left lateral and medial orbitofrontal cortex[ These data suggest that while simple two choice guessing depends on an extensive neural system including regions of the right lateral prefrontal cortex\ activation of orbitofrontal cortex increases as the probabilistic contingencies become more complex[ Guessing thus involves not only systems implicated in working memory processes but also depends upon orbitofrontal cortex[ This region is not typically activated in working memory tasks and its activation may re~ect additional requirements of dealing with uncertainty[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[
0[ Introduction
The process of guessing involves making choice responses under incompletely speci_ed situations[ Guess! ing is an important component of everyday cognition and many laboratory cognitive tasks also involve some degree of uncertainty[ In the most extreme case\ the relationship between a response and desired outcome is entirely deter! mined by chance[ Real life examples of this are gambling situations^tossing coins\ rolling dice\ drawing playing cards from unbiased packs[ In this study we used a gam! bling situation to determine the neural correlates of guess! ing[ Gambling tasks have recently been used in a series of studies by Damasio and colleagues ð3Ð6\ 09Ł[ These stud! ies found that patients with frontal lobe lesions\ encompassing ventromedial regions\ show pronounced impairments on gambling tasks[ Strikingly\ patients with lesions restricted to ventromedial foci show these impair! ments in the context of intact performance on most other cognitive tasks\ including tests of working memory and planning ð21Ł[ The task used in these studies involved choosing one of four decks of cards\ where one deck was relatively likely to be associated with positive outcomes and another with negative outcomes[ Patients with ven! tromedial prefrontal lesions were unable to choose advantageously on this task despite demonstrating cor! rect knowledge of the relevant contingencies ð4\ 5Ł[ They also failed to show the anticipatory autonomic response seen in normal subjects prior to receiving feedback for high!risk responses ð4Ł[ These _ndings suggest that although the orbitofrontal cortex is not essential for learning about contingencies per se\ it is crucial for sel! ecting the appropriate action based upon knowledge of these contingencies[ Despite neuropsychological _ndings suggesting a key role for the ventromedial frontal cortex in gambling or guessing tasks\ there is relatively little functional imaging work addressing this issue[ Two!choice tasks where there is no correct response have been used in the context of imaging studies of self!initiated or willed action ð00\ 07\ 19\ 10Ł[ In these studies\ the selection of a particular response compared to the execution of a speci_ed response was typically associated with activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex but not the orbitofrontal cortex[ However\ the paradigms used in these studies
